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The titin gene (TTN), with its 364 exons, encodes the largest hu-
man protein. It gives rise to a dizzying array of alternatively
spliced isoforms differentially expressed in various skeletal
muscles, heart, and in development. Titin is not only the main

spring element of the sarco-
mere, extending all the way
from the Z-disc to the M-band,
but it is also a stretch sensor

and is involved in atrophy and other signaling pathways while
interacting with a large and growing number of proteins, exert-
ing many control and regulatory functions in muscles.1 No tran-
scriptional unit exemplifies the unique diagnostic challenges
posed by such a large and complex gene better than TTN. Until
recently, the biggest challenge was to simply fully sequence TTN.
Now, next-generation sequencing panels as well as whole-exome
platforms have made TTN accessible to full-length testing on a
routine basis. This development has rapidly increased diagnos-
tic yields while amplifying the challenges posed by an increas-
ingly large number of sequence variants of uncertain significance
resulting from this high-throughput sequencing. These findings
highlight the urgent need to confidently clarify the relevance of
these variants. Savarese et al2 do an admirable job of illustrating
and addressing these challenges.

The discovery of the first skeletal muscle titinopathy
caused by a mutation in the last exon in the M-band of TTN
by Hackman et al3 in Finnish patients with dominant tibial mus-
cular dystrophy (and its recessive occurrence as LGMD2J) was
a titanic undertaking of manual sequencing.4 Laborious tar-
geted exploration of the TTN sequence then resulted in the dis-
covery of additional skeletal muscle TTN disorders, including
hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure,5 recessive
tibial muscular dystrophy, and the recessive Salih myopathy
with early cardiomyopathy.6 With next-generation sequenc-
ing facilitating easy surveillance of the entire TTN gene, muta-
tions are now discovered at a much more accelerated pace. How-
ever, at the same time, variants of unknown significance in TTN
are also emerging at an even faster pace while the understand-
ing of the normal genomic landscape of TTN and its variations
remain far from complete. This knowledge gap seriously ham-
pers the proper assignment of pathogenicity of variants de-
tected in a patient undergoing a diagnostic evaluation.

Whilesometypesofvariants,suchasthosethatarepredicted
toresult intruncation,seemconvincingasdisease-causingalleles
at face value, others, including missense variants, are much less
clear and pose the greatest challenge.7,8 While individually of-
ten rare, missense variants as a group are very common in the
TTN gene. Unfortunately, in silico prediction of the effect of such
variants currently is not very reliable forTTN. Furthermore, there
is good evidence that there are mutations in TTN that are not de-
tectable on currently used next-generation sequencing–based
platforms (such as some deletions and duplications, inversions,
or deep intronic mutations). These uncertainties can have sig-

nificant consequences in that a titinopathy diagnosis may be
either erroneously declared or prematurely discarded. Both sce-
narios can have consequences for genetic counseling, clinical
management, and further diagnostic workup.

It is therefore essential to be able to assign positive or nega-
tive plausibility to a titinopathy diagnosis, in particular if the
TTN genotype found in the patient is incomplete or unre-
solved. Such scenarios arise when only 1 recessive variant has
been detected when 2 would be expected; when there is 1 clear
recessive variant, such as a truncation, but in compound het-
erozygosity with a rare missense variant of uncertain signifi-
cance; and, perhaps most challenging, when only suspicious-
looking missense mutations are found. The diagnostic elements
required for this plausibility process rely on the clinician as
much as the geneticist, especially because approaching the di-
agnosis in this situation is an iterative process, returning to all
available clinical, histological, genomic, and segregation data.9

Savarese et al2 demonstrate this process. They rese-
quenced 504 undiagnosed patients on a next-generation mul-
tigene panel, identifying 9 newly confirmed and 4 potential pa-
tients with titinopathy carrying previously reported mutations
(ie, hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure–
associated and tibial muscular dystrophy–associated muta-
tions) as well as novel mutations. For recessively acting muta-
tions, they identified clear biallelic truncations, and they also
addressed the less obvious diagnostic scenarios outlined above.
In particular, Savarese et al2 included patients with a missense
variant in compound heterozygosity with a truncation, pa-
tients with an apparently missing second mutation, and pa-
tients with rare and potentially pathogenic missense variants
on both alleles. The article puts forward a basic algorithm,2 out-
lining the elements involved to clarify such situations, which
importantly also emphasizes the power of variant segregation
studies in the family. In their approach, they also include West-
ern blotting for TTN. This is an important addition to the diag-
nostic toolbox to show potential truncation at the protein level,
which is currently only available on a research basis. An impor-
tant point mentioned in this algorithm is that deep phenotyp-
ing needs to be an essential part in the diagnostic approach to
support or disprove a diagnosis of titinopathy.

Deep phenotyping as a diagnostic tool draws on the wid-
ening spectrum of manifestations associated with TTN muta-
tions. This spectrum has expanded considerably since the rou-
tine use of next-generation sequencing and will continue to
expand in particular for the recessive or, more accurately, bi-
allelic cases (ie, some recessive skeletal muscle disease alleles
may also be acting as dominant for conferring a risk for di-
lated cardiomyopathy10). The initial reports of recessive TTN
disorders have mostly included only those patients with con-
vincing biallelic mutations, which are predicted to be truncat-
ing mutations, and if a missense mutation was included, it had
been worked up carefully for its functional effect.6,11,12
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As more and more cases of titinopathy are recognized and
reported, the gestalt of TTN mutation–compatible phenotypes
across age groups is starting to emerge. In addition to the clini-
cal phenotype on examination, the deeper phenotype also in-
cludesTTN-compatiblemuscleimagingpatterns,suchasinvolve-
ment of the tibialis anterior and of the semitendinosus muscle
in the thigh,13 and the muscle histological appearances that are
compatible with TTN mutations (the histotype). The increasing
knowledge about the functional consequences of the recognized
mutations (the physiotype), including Western blot analysis (as
convincingly laid out in Savarese et al2), together with model-
ing mutations in animal and in silico models will add a power-
ful layer to the diagnostic approach. While none or few pheno-
typic, histological, or functional features in isolation may be
entirely diagnostic or specific for a TTN-related disorder, their
interplay with the genotype creates a good number of combina-
tions that would be TTN compatible as well as those that would
be TTN incompatible, thus helping to assign plausibility to a still
tentativeinterpretationofthegenotype.Atypicalexamplewould
be a patient with a convincing truncating TTN mutation and
a missense TTN variant of unknown significance in compound

heterozygosity, ie, inherited from either parent. If the patient has
a phenotype and muscle imaging pattern that is recognizable as
fallingwithinthespectrumofemergingrecessivetitinopathyand
additionallyhasaconsistentTTNhistotype(forinstance,frequent
nuclear centralization and some corelike areas), it would be jus-
tified to now assign the missense mutation putative causality.
However, if only 1 convincing TTN mutation has been found in
a patient with the same compatible phenotype and histotype ,
one would then strongly suspect that there might be a second,
as-of-yet hidden mutation in TTN on the other allele that needs
tobeaddressedwithdifferenttechnology(suchaswhole-genome
sequencing and RNA sequencing).14

Ideally, this accumulating collective genotypic, functional,
and phenotypic knowledge needs to be captured in a central and
accessible database platform with the goal of an ever-improving
prediction algorithm for determining the effect (physiotype) of
any given TTN variant and its associated phenotypes.15 At some
point, it may then be possible to confidently diagnose patients
with 2 TTN missense alleles, as patients with this genetic scenario
must undoubtedly exist. Clearly, the time to take initiative and
accept TTN’s titanic challenge is now.
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JAMA Neurology—The Year in Review, 2017
S. Andrew Josephson, MD

On behalf of our team here at JAMA Neurology, I want to thank
everyone who has contributed to the journal in 2017. A scientific
publication is only as strong as its editors, board, reviewers,1

authors, and readers, and we are incredibly fortunate to have so

manygreatfriendsandcolleagueswhohavetakenthetimetohelp
make JAMA Neurology successful over the past 12 months.

It has been a busy year for us, with new peaks in numbers of
submissions of major manuscripts (1945) and research manu-
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